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Sophites was about double that of any one of the neigh-
bouring princes.
In my account of the ancient geography of the Panjab
I have identified Bhira on the Jhelam with the capital of
Sophites, which Alexander had fixed as the point where the
camps of Kraterus and Hephsestion were to be pitched on
opposite sides of the river, there to await the arrival of
the fleet of boats under his own command, and of the main
body of the army under Philip. According to Arrian/4
Alexander reached the appointed place on the third day.
The capital of Sophites was therefore on the Hydaspes, at
three days' sail from Niksea for laden boats. Now Bhira
is just three days' boat distance from Mong, which I have
shown to be almost certainly the position of Niksea, where
Alexander defeated Porus. Bhira also, until it was recently
supplanted by Pind D&dan Kh&n, has always been the
principal city in this part of the country. At Bhira the
Chinese pilgrim Fa Hian crossed the Jhelam in a.d. 400,
and against Bhira, eleven centuries later, the enterprising
Baber conducted his first Indian expedition. Opposite to
Bhira stands the modern town of Ahmed&bad, close to
which there is an old ruined mound called Bar&ri, which
is said to have been the capital of Eaja Jobn&th, or
Chobndth* At this point the two great routes of the salt
caravans diverge to Lahor and Multan, and here accord-
ingly was the capital of the country in ancient times.
The name of the traditionary Raja Chobndth, or Tsob-
ndth, as it is pronounced by most of the Western Panjabis,
may be referred either to the Sanskrit sobkd, "beauty/'
or to the Persian chob, a "stick or club." The first
would be specially applicable to SophyteS; as the handsome
u Anab., vL 3.

